**Great Tips for Gorgeous Lips!**

**Thin Lips**
To get the best look for your thin lips, follow these simple steps to a gorgeous you.

1. First, apply TimeWise® Age-Fighting Lip Primer on lips, inside and outside your lip line, to extend lipstick wear and help prevent lipstick and lip gloss from feathering and bleeding. Allow to dry prior to applying any other lip products.

2. Next, to erase the existing lip line, apply concealer or foundation to the lips.

3. Next, use MK Signature™ Lip Liner to draw a line slightly above the natural top lip and around the bottom lip line. Fill in lips completely with lip liner to create a matte base that helps increase lipstick wear.

4. Then dab a small amount of concealer to the center of the top and bottom lips.

5. Next, apply MK Signature™ Creme Lipstick to the top lip, working from the center out. Then apply to the bottom lip, sweeping color from corner to corner.

6. Finish with a coordinating color of MK Signature™ Lip Gloss. Apply lip gloss to the center of the top and bottom lips to help make lips appear fuller.

And here's a tip when it comes to picking the perfect MK Signature™ Creme Lipstick shade. Remember that lighter colors illuminate and help make lips appear fuller. Bright, warm colors tend to make lips look more youthful while darker colors can cause lips to appear smaller.

---

**Medium Lips**
To get the best look for your medium lips, follow these simple steps to a gorgeous you.

1. First, apply TimeWise® Age-Fighting Lip Primer on lips, inside and outside your lip line, to extend lipstick wear and help prevent lipstick and lip gloss from feathering and bleeding. Allow to dry prior to applying any other lip products.

2. Next, to help increase lipstick wear, create a matte base by lining lips with lip liner along the natural lip line and filling in lips with lip liner pencil.

3. Next, apply MK Signature™ Creme Lipstick to the top lip, working from the center out. Then apply to the bottom lip, sweeping color from corner to corner.

4. For the finishing touch, choose a coordinating MK Signature™ Lip Gloss. Apply lip gloss to the center of the top and bottom lips to make your lips appear fuller.

And here’s a tip when it comes to picking the perfect MK Signature™ Creme Lipstick shade. Remember that lighter colors illuminate and help make lips appear fuller. Bright, warm colors tend to make lips look more youthful while darker colors can cause lips to appear smaller.
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**Full Lips**

To get the best look for your full lips, follow these simple steps to a gorgeous you.

1. First, apply TimeWis® Age-Fighting Lip Primer on lips, inside and outside your lip line, to extend lipstick wear and help prevent lipstick and lip gloss from feathering and bleeding. Allow to dry prior to applying any other lip products.

2. Next, to help increase lipstick wear, create a matte base by lining lips with lip liner along the natural lip line and filling in lips with lip liner pencil.

3. Next, apply MK Signature™ Creme Lipstick to the top lip, working from the center out. Then apply to the bottom lip, sweeping color from corner to corner.

4. Finish with a coordinating color of MK Signature™ Lip Gloss by applying gloss to the center of the top and bottom lips.

And here's a tip when it comes to picking the perfect MK Signature™ Creme Lipstick shade. Remember that lighter colors illuminate and help make lips appear fuller. Bright, warm colors tend to make lips look more youthful while darker colors can cause lips to appear smaller.
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